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Forest bubble game

A wave of money hitting the U.S. economy has some investors harking back to the good old days when the Nasdaq seemed invincible. But while it's possible that the monetary and fiscal stimulus sloshing through America could give rise to another bubble, be sure that the bubble won't be in stock. Real estate, however, is another matter. In the aftermath of
9/11, the Federal Reserve opened up the pins wide. Action on the money supply ballooned to unprecedented levels as the bank aggressively added to reserves, while the Federal Open Market Committee's two half-point cuts signaled that the Fed will continue an aggressively stimulating stance. Meanwhile, Washington watchers expect the government to
have passed a $50 billion to $75 billion growth package by Thanksgiving. This money needs to find a home, and if past experience is any barometer, the infusion will find a home in what investments work best. What works best lately has been real estate: Even as the economy at large has suffered, house prices have kept higher and the pace of home sales
has increased. Some well-known shorts (like David Tice of the Prudent Bear Fund) have even professed a real estate bubble, and while it may be debatable, there is a risk that a bubble may be in the making. It may be fun for property investors – for a little while – but it's a possibility that investors in general should be worried. When a speculative bubble
comes to one, the negative effect on the economy is profound. The bursting of a real estate bubble is no exception - as everyone in Japan could tell you. Looking BackThe last time money was aggressively pumped into the economy was in the months leading up to 2000, when central banks worldwide were worried about the possible effects of computer
glitches on the financial system. This came on top of an already accommodative monetary policy imposed during the 1998 Russian debt crisis. The money needed a home and, with hindsight, lots of observers believe the home ended with tech stock. In fact, the liquidity boost that was supposed to allay the fears of the shy ended up bold speculators. The
Nasdaq flourished, driving up 70% from November 1999 to its peak on March 10, 2000. Moving on UpExisting-home sales keep risingSource: National Association of RealtorsBut going into moving, tech stocks were a hot investment, flush with speculation. It wasn't just the surplus reserves that made stocks foam higher, said Trilogy Advisor's chief
investment officer Bill Sterling, but some eager people who were willing to borrow freely to invest in the stock market. Since the Nasdaq peaked, however, investors in the stock market have been knocked down and demoralized in a way that only a Boston sportswriter could describe. Even if Alan Greenspan stood in the corner of Wall and Broad passing out
C-notes, it would be hard to convince people they should put this money in stock. Champagne WishesHome WishesHome increases creep past mortgage ratesSource:Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corp.Yet real estate has remained a good investment. Even when the economy ran into heavy headwinds this year, housing held up remarkably well. Existing
home sales ran at an annual rate of 5.5 million in August, more than a million below their pace five years ago. In the second quarter, the average house price rose by 8.5% in the previous year – about 1.5 percentage points above the average interest rate on a 30-year fixed mortgage during that period. The last time house prices were appreciating at a faster
rate than mortgage rates, points out Northern Trust chief U.S. economist Paul Kasriel, was under the speculative housing market in the late 1970s. Mmmmmmm, Money M2 sees a growth burst Source: Federal ReserveNow he says that although the housing market has become frothy, the Fed and government are on pain to keep it deteriorating. The banking
system owns a lot of mortgage paper, directly or indirectly, Kasriel notes. If the housing bubble bursts, you will have a sharp increase in default values and what was going on in Texas in the late 80s and early 90s will be a more national phenomenon. That's why Greenspan is so focused on keeping prices low, and that's why the administration is so
concerned about the impact of fiscal stimulus on longer maturities. Looking UpEven if you don't think real estate is a bubble, with all the money coming into the economy, it could be a bubble in the making. Money tends to gravitate toward what investments work, and when a big bump of money comes down the tube, what works can end up rocketing higher.
And even with the specter of recession and rising unemployment, there's a reasonable chance that real estate isn't about to stop working here. Low interest rates have made for a big boost in mortgage refinancing. The Mortgage Bankers Association's refi index last week hit its second highest level since it was started in 1990, and it will probably hit the brand
new all-time counter. Homeowners who have seen their investment tank have also seen the value of their houses continue to rise, contributing to the perception that real estate is a rock solid investment. The BoomRefinance index keeps risingSource: Mortgage Bankers AssociationIronically (yes, we know irony is dead, but bear with us), if housing doesn't
pause for a breath here, according to Salomon Smith Barney analyst Stephen Kim, stocks of homebuilders and the like may face headwinds. The long boom has, he says, made investors worried that they are buying these builders at the top. Over the past five years, the performance of builders in the S&amp;;Amp;; The P 500 annually gained 30%, on
average, but their price-to-earnings multiple has dropped to 6.4 from 14.5. If you have an economic downturn without a housing downturn, Kim says, these stocks won't work as well as they would if you had both. But the second possibility is that if housing that percolate along, investors will think of real estate as recession-proof. Where have we heard that
before? It may look like a sport better played by astronauts. Or a bubble wrap joke gone too far. But bubble soccer is a real sport with thousands of players all over the world who tied themselves inside big balls made of plastic. They then continue to kick around a football, weightlessly bump into each other and happily fall down or bounce around. The sport
was invented in 2011 in Norway by a couple of comedians as a joke. But this 2014 video of a match went viral and got people to take it seriously. The thing about bubble football is that it's just silly and ridiculously funny, said San Diego-based Jake Sibley, co-founder of the American Bubble Soccer Association (USBSA). It takes players back to childhood,
when they could run, play and fall down without getting hurt. Bubble soccer instantly gives you that freedom again — you have grown men running around giggling like little girls. Bubble football matches usually have a total of four five minute quarters. Goals are scored by kicking the ball into the opponent's goal. Players are wrapped in personal protective
bubbles that allow them to shake, tackle and roll without getting hurt. As you would expect, the rules are quite fluid, varying league after the league. At a Sibley-led event in San Diego, you may not bump anyone if the player is already on the ground. They're already embarrassed. Don't rub it in, Sibley says. You may also obey the whistle and not get too
rough - a subjective rule, he admits. Meanwhile in the Chicago league, you can't bump a player from behind. A five minute quarter may seem very short, but this is an intense sport. You carry a 15 to 25 pound [6.8 to 11 kg] bubble, hit the ground, hit other players, get back up. It's very cardiovascular, very exhausting, said Randy Carlson, USBSA's other co-
founder, who is based in Chicago. Not to mention, it's getting hot in that plastic suit! I'm in San Diego where we serve U.S. Marines all the time, Sibley adds. Those guys last five minutes and they need a break. Does bubble football sound like something you want to try? Here's how to get started: You need a venue – the game can be played indoors or on a
football field. The bubble football company will bring bubbles, a ref, footballs and goals, and will teach people the basics of the game. A group even throws in a DJ, a big touch at a party or picnic. You can also join a bubble football league or start your own at the National Association of Bubble Soccer or the U.S. Bubble Soccer Association. DIYers can order a
bubble football kit from Amazon, at $50 for a child-sized bubble up to $1,500 for a set of nine adult bubbles. They should also read out about the rules on this site or here. But the most important thing to remember is not to take this too seriously. The soul of bubble football is silliness and just have says Sibley. Sibley.
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